In continuation to this office notice No. DCBA/Admission/19/3039 dated 18/01/2019, it is for the information of 10+2 pass outs that some seats are lying vacant in the following professional/specialized programmes of the college viz. BA Hon’s (English), BBA, BCA, BMMMC and B.Sc. IT. The interested/desirous candidates are enjoined upon to report the college Admission Section within three days. The admission shall be granted on first come first serve basis subject to the fulfillment of eligibility as prescribed in the University of Kashmir Admission Notification No. F(Admn-NT-BG 1st & 2nd Semester’s) Reg/KU/19; dated 17-01-2019.

(Prof. Sheeraz Rather)
Principal

Copy to:-

1. The Editor “The Greater Kashmir” with the request to publish the notice in your esteemed paper.
2. The Incharge “Shaher Been” with the request for public broadcast.
3. The Convener Admission for information.
4. Office record.